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Market Review 

Greeting from London where your Editor is en route to rendezvous with the Crystal Serenity and 

the 32nd Forbes Baltic Cruise for Investors. We suppose that we should keep our fingers crossed 

that this sailing won’t coincide with another sizable market sell-off, as has been the case on a 

couple of previous cruises. Of course, we know that volatility is hardly unusual, while there 

really is no way to predict the timing of the gyrations,… 



 

…but history shows that setbacks, no matter the reason, have always been overcome in the 

fullness of time. To be sure, it is not easy to stay invested through thick and thin, especially as 

disconcerting events can trigger emotional reactions to bail out of stocks, often at the most 

inopportune time,… 



 

…while it is fascinating that one of mankind’s greatest triumphs preceded a 13% skid in the Dow 

Jones Industrial Average over the ensuing 12 months. 



 

This contrarian perspective in mind, we are not unhappy, though we remain perplexed as to why, 

that these days there seems to be so little interest in stocks,… 



 

…and so much enthusiasm for bonds,… 



 

…even when a massive amount of those fixed income instruments are guaranteed to lose 

principal if held to maturity. 



 

To be sure, we realize that part of the reason that so much money has poured into bonds is that 

many are worried about the health of the U.S. economy,… 



 

…even as some of the more recent economic stats have been very good,… 



 

…while others were trending in the right direction,… 



 

…and even the weaker numbers were not bad, whether they were based on expectations for the 

future,… 



 

…or actual data points. 



 

That said, GDP growth will most certainly slow from the relatively rich 3.1% level posted in Q1 

2019,… 



 

…with estimates for the balance of the year,… 



 

…suggesting that it will not be a surprise should the Federal Reserve cut its target for the Fed 

Funds rate at the upcoming FOMC Meeting on July 30 and July 31, with the only question 

appearing to be whether the reduction will be 25 or 50 basis points. 



 

Either way, we believe that the Fed will remain very friendly for the foreseeable future, which 

continues to provide plenty of support for equity prices in our view, given that low interest rates 

boost the attractiveness of dividend payments,… 



 

…while the likelihood that long-term-oriented investors will be disappointed in stocks is very 

low. 



 

Aside from Jerome Powell & Co., geopolitical events, twists and turns regarding the trade 

skirmishes and proclamations from Washington will likely dictate near-term market movements, 

but we continue to believe that corporate profits will remain healthy enough to support rising 

stock prices,… 



 

…and we note that of the 77 S&P 500 members to have announced Q2 results thus far, 61.0% 

have exceeded top-line estimates and 77.9% have topped bottom-line projections. The reporting 

season is still young, but those numbers compare favorably to last quarter’s 56.5% of companies 

that beat revenue estimates and 76.8% that trumped profit forecasts. 

Stock Updates  

Keeping in mind that all stocks are rated as “Buy” until such time as they are a “Sell,” while a 

listing of all current recommendations is available for download via the following link: 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/, Chris Quigley and Jason Clark offer updates on a 

baker’s dozen of our companies that had news last week that was of sufficient importance to 

trigger a review of their Target Price. 

Diversified financial firm Bank of America (BAC – $29.40) reported another solid quarter of 

earnings as adjusted Q2 EPS came in at $0.74, versus consensus estimates of $0.71. Revenue 

was slightly above forecasts, totaling $23.2 billion. The quarter benefited from a 4% increase in 

average loan growth (with average consumer and small business loans rising 6%), continued 

positive operating leverage and strong asset quality, with credit charge-offs remaining low. 

BAC’s efficiency ratio improved to 57%, from 59%. 

https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/
https://theprudentspeculator.com/dashboard/


CEO Brian Moynihan commented, “Our commitment to responsible growth resulted in the best 

quarter and first-half year of earnings in our company’s history. In the second quarter, we 

generated $7.3 billion in earnings and delivered $7.9 billion back to shareholders. Our return on 

assets was over 120 basis points and our return on equity was well above the firm’s cost of 

capital.” 

He continued, “Our view of the economy reflects the activity by the one-in-two American 

households we serve, which points to a steadily growing economy. We see solid consumer 

activity across the board, with spending by Bank of America consumers up 5% this quarter over 

the second quarter of last year…Our customers gave us more of their assets to handle for them. 

That includes an increase of $75 billion in deposits, with $37 billion from consumers. And 

customers gave us more of their investment dollar, as we reached $2.9 trillion in balances. This 

quarter, we also regained the leading U.S. market share in lending to the important small 

business economy. These customers continue to engage in solid activity to build their businesses. 

We also see consistent borrowing and activity from our commercial and corporate clients, who 

are well positioned to take advantage of opportunities that arise as trade and other open issues are 

resolved. Importantly, we have seen improvement in our investment banking market share as we 

have repositioned that business.” 

CFO Paul Donofrio added, “Diluted EPS grew seventeen percent from the year-ago quarter, 

aided in part by the repurchase of seven percent of our shares in the past twelve months as book 

value per share grew ten percent and capital and liquidity measures strengthened. We have 

recorded eighteen consecutive quarters of positive operating leverage while consistently making 

significant investments in the franchise. In the next twelve months, we plan to return $37 billion 

to shareholders through common dividends and share repurchases.” 

Also, the company’s Board of Directors approved plans to return as much as $37 billion to 

common stockholders over the next four quarters through an increased dividend and stock 

repurchases. BAC plans to increase its quarterly common stock dividend by 20% (from $0.15 to 

$0.18), beginning in the third quarter of 2019, and it has been authorized to repurchase 

approximately $30.9 billion in common stock from July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020. 



 

We continue to be fans of BAC and see it as one of our core financial holdings, though the 

dividend yield is presently only 2.0% (but at the current price will increase to 2.4% when the 

new dividend rate is in place). We see numerous long-term opportunities upon which BAC can 

capitalize, from its large deposit base and consumer lending franchise to its “thundering herd” of 

Merrill Lynch’s financial advisors and wealth managers. Credit quality remains solid and the 

stock is trading for just 9.9 times NTM estimated EPS. Our Target Price has been inched up to 

$42. 

While in April we wrote that we were kicking ourselves for not selling any of our Abbott Labs 

(ABT – $87.49) when the stock jumped above $80 in March, we were pleased this past week that 

we did not sell all our shares when we trimmed some of our ABT in June. The stock jumped 

4.4% last week after the medical device maker reported better-than- expected Q2 financial 

results and gave a solid outlook. For the quarter, Abbott announced adjusted EPS of $0.82, 

versus forecasts looking of $0.80. Revenue was generally in line with expectations at $7.98 

billion. 

Robust growth in the period was fueled by innovation in structural heart, diabetes, 

electrophysiology and heart failure, which overcame softness in the established pharmaceuticals, 

nutritionals, vascular and cardiac rhythm management product lines to deliver 7.5% organic 

quarterly top-line growth. Abbott’s FreeStyle Libre, a continuous glucose monitoring system, 



achieved worldwide sales of $433 million in the quarter, an increase of 63.9% on a reported basis 

and 72.9% on an organic basis versus the prior year. 

“Our sales growth accelerated and is sustainable,” proclaimed ABT CEO Miles D. White. “We 

have great momentum and are raising our guidance above the strong outlook we previously set 

for the year.” Abbott projects 2019 organic sales growth of 7% to 8%, and adjusted EPS for the 

full year 2019 to come in between $3.21 and $3.27. For Q3, management expects adjusted EPS 

to be between $0.83 to $0.85. 

We believe that Abbott should be able to continue to enhance its free cash flow generation, 

which can be used to improve the balance sheet, return capital to shareholders and invest in the 

business. All the positives mentioned, we continue to keep a close eye on ABT shares as the 

valuation isn’t exactly cheap, given a forward P/E of about 25. For the time being, our Target 

Price stands at $92. 

Investment banking and brokerage firm Goldman Sachs Group (GS – $213.52) posted Q2 

adjusted earnings per share that exceeded consensus analyst estimates by more than 17% ($5.71 

versus $4.93). Revenue for the period also easily outpaced forecasts ($9.46 billion vs. $8.89 

billion). Not surprisingly, then, we saw Q2 results as quite solid with annualized return on 

tangible equity coming in at 11.7%. Goldman ranked #1 globally in year-to-date completed 

mergers and acquisitions and in equity and equity-related offerings and common stock offerings. 

Investing & Lending net revenue was $2.53 billion, the highest quarterly performance in eight 

years, and included record quarterly net interest income in debt securities and loans of $872 

million. Assets under supervision rose to a record $1.66 trillion. 



 

CEO Dave Solomon remarked, “We’re encouraged by the results for the first half of the year as 

we continue to invest in new businesses and growth to serve a broader array of clients. Given the 

strength of our client franchise, we are well positioned to benefit from a growing global 

economy. And, our financial strength positions us to return capital to shareholders, including a 

significant increase in our quarterly dividend in the third quarter.” 

As mentioned by Mr. Solomon, the firm received a non-objection from the Federal Reserve 

Board related to its CCAR 2019 capital plan, which includes up to $7.00 billion in common 

share repurchases and $1.80 billion in total common stock dividends, with a 47% increase in the 

quarterly dividend to $1.25, effective with the September distribution. 

We continue to be long-term fans of GS and are constructive on the name given the prospects for 

stronger revenue growth, operating leverage and a potential higher multiple than the current 

forward P/E of 8.8. We like the strategic changes that Goldman is undertaking, including going 

after consumer deposits, launching a joint credit card with Apple, building out its wealth-

management capabilities and opening up the firm’s private-investing funds to outside money. 

The ultimate goal is to evolve the trading and deal-making titan into a more well-rounded 

financial firm with more stable consumer and commercial businesses. That said, we won’t be 

surprised if it takes a few years for the efforts to begin to be truly rewarded by investors. 

Management continues to work to expand revenue in newer, less capital-intensive business lines, 



while optimizing expenses and capital in its traditional business lines. We believe the company’s 

digital banking platform and expanding emphasis on wealth and asset management should 

increase long-term returns and drive some underlying stability. Our Target Price has been 

increased to $289. 

Computing giant Microsoft (MSFT – $136.62) earned $1.37 per share in fiscal Q4 2019 (vs. 

$1.22 est.). MSFT had sales of $33.7 billion (vs. $32.8 billion est.). Shares inched slightly higher 

on Friday following the announcement, though they were substantially higher earlier in the day. 

Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella said, “We delivered more than $125 billion in revenue for the full 

year with double-digit top line and bottom line growth. Our commercial cloud business is the 

largest in the world, surpassing $38 billion in revenue for the year with gross margin expanding 

to 63%. I’m proud of what we’ve accomplished over the last 12 months and I’m energized by the 

tremendous opportunity ahead. Every day, we work alongside our customers to help them build 

their own digital capability, creating new businesses with them, innovating with them and 

earning their trust. This commitment to our customers’ success is resulting in deeper 

partnerships, larger multi-year cloud agreements and growing momentum across every layer of 

our differentiated technology stack from application infrastructure to data and AI to business 

process to productivity and collaboration.” 

Mr. Nadella continued, “I’m optimistic of what’s ahead. We are accelerating our innovation to 

deliver differentiated value to customers across the cloud and the edge from GitHub to Azure to 

Dynamics 365 to Microsoft 365 as well as Xbox Game Pass. We’re investing in the right secular 

trends to expand our opportunity, and we are working to earn our customers’ trust every day.” 

CFO Amy Hood added, “In our largest quarter of the year, our sales teams and partners delivered 

exceptional commercial results, which drove another quarter of double-digit top and bottom line 

growth. From a geographic perspective, we saw broad-based strength across markets of all sizes. 

Customer commitment to our cloud platform continues to grow. In FY ’19, we closed a record 

number of multi-million-dollar commercial cloud agreements with material growth in the 

number of $10 million-plus Azure agreements. Commercial bookings growth was significantly 

ahead of expectations, increasing 22% and 25% in constant currency, driven by strong renewal 

execution and an increase in the number of larger long-term Azure contracts. As a result, our 

contracted-not-recognized revenue was $91 billion, up 25% year-over-year, reflecting our 

continued momentum and growing long-term customer commitment.” 

MSFT returned $7.7 billion to shareholders via dividends and share repurchases in Q4. Shares 

have gained more than 34% this year, but we believe there are still a host of reasons to think that 

the music at the Cloud party is unlikely to stop for the foreseeable future. Estimates for the 

global cloud market have been reported to be north of a trillion dollars, which we are far from 

hitting. We remain complimentary of Mr. Nadella’s transformation of MSFT. He has revamped 

the company top to bottom during his tenure, taking it from an Office- and Windows-centric firm 

to a software firm with significant recurring subscription revenue, a strong Cloud product and 

complementary products like LinkedIn. 



In addition, we think MSFT’s valuation is still not excessive, as the stock sports a 3.6% free cash 

flow yield and a 1.3% dividend yield. We also note that MSFT’s weight in the S&P 500 is 4.2%, 

while it is 3.5% in the Russell 3000. Analysts expect the company’s EPS growth rate to be at 

least 9% for each of the next three fiscal years, with earnings growing from $3.88 in 2018 to an 

estimated $6.73 in fiscal 2022, and MSFT still scores well in our quantitative framework. Our 

Target Price for MSFT has been boosted again, this time to $150. 

Global provider of computer solutions and advanced technologies leader Int’l Business 

Machines (IBM – $149.68) reported earnings per share of $3.17, versus the $3.08 estimate, in 

fiscal Q2 2019. IBM had sales of $19.2 billion, versus the $19.1 billion estimate. Since the 

release, shares moved up more than 5% on a growing operating margin and enthusiasm that the 

now-closed Red Hat acquisition would boost the struggling computer company. Interesting, IBM 

Cloud growth for Q2 was just 5% and the stock shot up, while Microsoft Cloud growth was 41% 

and shares barely reacted, no doubt a reaction to the fact that IBM has been trading at 

extraordinarily low valuation metrics, while Redmond’s finest has enjoyed significant investor 

interest. IBM still expects 2019 operating EPS of at least $13.90 and free cash flow of about $12 

billion (excluding Red Hat). 

CEO Ginny Rometty was again absent from the analyst call. CFO James Kavanaugh stated, “We 

completed the acquisition of Red Hat. This acquisition is an important milestone for IBM and 

one that will significantly impact the cloud landscape. It is clear that the next chapter of cloud 

will be about shifting mission-critical work to the cloud and optimizing everything from supply 

chains to core banking systems. This requires a hybrid multi-cloud open approach to provide 

portability, management consistency and security for these enterprise workloads. We’ve been 

building hybrid cloud capabilities across our business to address this opportunity and to prepare 

for this moment, bringing to market innovations like IBM Cloud, IBM Cloud Private, the Cloud 

Migration Factory, cloud application innovation, IBM Garages, IBM Multicloud Manager and 

cloud optimized systems with tens of thousands of cloud architects. These innovations helped to 

drive IBM’s $19.5 billion of cloud revenue over the last 12 months, which is up 8%, led by mid-

teens growth in our as-a-service capabilities, all at constant currency. This is why leading 

enterprises across industries that range from banking to transportation to telecom are using 

IBM’s hybrid cloud capabilities to improve the management and delivery of their data.” 

On the topic of the company’s financial health, Mr. Kavanaugh added, “So far this year, we 

returned over $4 billion to our shareholders. $2.8 billion of that was dividends. And in April, we 

again raised our dividend. That’s now the 24th consecutive year we’ve taken our dividend up. 

Through the first half, we spent $1.2 billion on gross share repurchases, buying back more than 9 

million shares. With the closing of the Red Hat transaction, we suspended our share repurchase 

program on July 9. We ended the quarter with $46 billion in cash. Approximately $34 billion of 

that was used to close the Red Hat transaction earlier this month. Our total debt was $73 billion, 

including incremental debt raised to fund the Red Hat acquisition. We continue to generate 

strong free cash flow and together with the portfolio actions we’ve taken and the suspension of 

share repurchases positions us to return to our targeted leverage ratios within a couple of years. 

In the meantime, our balance sheet is strong with the flexibility to support our business.” 



 

It was a relief to see IBM turn in a decent quarter, after years of giving up ground to the 

competition, and there would appear to be plenty of room for Big Blue and Red Hat to capture 

more of the overall cloud pie. Toward that end, it was great to see AT&T (T – $32.79) CEO 

Randolph Stephenson announce a multi-year cloud deal for IBM to manage AT&T’s hybrid 

cloud infrastructure. Despite a 31% rebound so far in 2019, IBM trades for just 10.7 times 

earnings and yields 4.3%. Our Target Price has been nudged up to $186. 

Consumer finance firm Capital One Financial (COF – $90.65) earned $3.37 per share in fiscal 

Q2 2019 (vs. $2.88 est.). COF had sales of $7.1 billion, versus the $7.0 billion estimate. COF 

had a net interest margin of 6.80% (vs. $6.74% est.), credit card charge-offs of 4.76% (vs. 4.67% 

a year ago) and credit card delinquencies of 3.15% (vs. 2.88% a year ago). Shares climbed 2.1% 

following the announcement. 

CEO Richard D. Fairbank commented, “We are operating today with one foot in the legacy data 

center environment and one foot in the cloud as we continue to complete our cloud journey. As 

we migrate an increasing percentage of our applications and data to the cloud, we have all those 

costs. And at the same time, until we fully exit our data centers, we also bear the significant 

legacy costs as well. We expect to achieve modest improvements in full year operating 

efficiency ratio net of adjustments in both 2019 and 2020. We continue to expect full year 

operating efficiency ratio net of adjustments to improve to 42% in 2021, powered by the exit of 



our data centers, continuing technology innovation and Walmart. And we expect this operating 

efficiency improvement to drive significant improvement in total efficiency ratio by 2021 as 

well.” 

While COF shares have had a nice run thus far in 2019 (up 21% including dividends), we 

continue to remain long-term focused and we think there is still plenty of upside as the company 

focuses on managing risks, while improving efficiency, even as it invests to grow and transform 

itself as banking goes digital. COF trades for 8.0 times estimated earnings and offers a 1.8% 

dividend yield. Our Target Price has been raised to $125. 

Consumer financial firm Synchrony Financial (SYF – $35.05) earned $0.97 per share in fiscal 

Q2 2019 (vs. $0.95 est.). SYF had total revenue of $3.4 billion, matching the consensus estimate. 

Shares tumbled nearly 3% following the announcement, as investors evidently were concerned 

by weaker-than-expected net interest income of $4.2 billion (vs. $4.38 billion consensus 

estimate). Of course, thanks in large part to the company’s PayPal relationship, there was a $418 

million year-over-year increase in net interest income. 

CEO Margaret Keane commented, “In Retail Card, strong results were driven by our PayPal 

Credit program acquisition, which was largely offset by the reclassification of the Walmart 

portfolio. Loans were up 2%. But excluding the Walmart portfolio, they were up 23%. Interest 

and fees on loans increased 16% over last year and purchase volume grew 14%. Average active 

accounts were up 11%. We are happy to have completed the conversion of the PayPal portfolio. 

This is a key relationship in the rapidly growing digital payment space and has expanded our 

capabilities within the merchant environment. And through this partnership, we are providing an 

enhanced customer experience for thousands of merchants and consumers. We are very excited 

about the continued opportunities with this valued partner. We have worked hard to renew our 

relationships in the Retail Card space and have had great success in doing so. Currently, 97% of 

Retail Card ongoing partner interest and fees on loans are under contract until 2022 and beyond.” 

CFO Brian Wenzel added, “We believe the net interest margin will continue to run the 15.75% to 

16% range for the year with a normal seasonality as well as some potential fluctuation around the 

Walmart portfolio sale later this year. RSAs as a percentage of average receivables was 3.9% for 

the quarter, in line with our expectations. We continue to expect the RSA percent to be in the 

4.0% to 4.2% range for 2019. We expect the core reserve build for the third quarter to be largely 

driven by growth and a normal seasonality we see in the third quarter and will be in the $175 

million range. We now expect the sale of the Walmart portfolio to be completed in October. We 

still expect net charge-offs for 2019 will be in the 5.7% to 5.9% range with a slight increase over 

2018 entirely driven by the impacts from the PayPal Credit portfolio, partially offset by the sale 

of the Walmart portfolio later this year. Excluding the effects of PayPal and Walmart, net 

charge-off rate is expected to be similar to 2018.” 



 

SYF shares trade at just 8.0 times NTM adjusted EPS consensus estimates and yield 2.4%. SYF 

continues to execute and we believe that the 49% rise this year is reflective of that. Although the 

SYF gains this year have been sizable, we think there’s still room to run. Our Target Price has 

been lifted to $52. 

Oilfield services firm Schlumberger Ltd (SLB – $38.71) earned $0.35 per share in fiscal Q2 

2019 (vs. $0.35 est.). SLB had revenue of $8.3 billion, versus the $8.1 billion estimate. Shares 

gyrated wildly in trading following the Friday morning announcement, rising as high as $39.34 

and sinking as low as $37.24, before ending the day down seven cents. The company said that its 

international business grew 8% and showed continued signs of a broad upturn in E&P 

investment and activity, explaining that international rig counts increased 6% sequentially and 

5% year-over-year. On the other hand, North America land revenue grew 1% sequentially while 

North America offshore revenue increased 10%. 

CFO Olivier Le Peuch offered a macro view, “North America land remains a challenging 

environment. Indeed, the E&P operator focus on cash flow has capped activity, and continued 

efficiency improvements have also reduced the number of active rigs and frac fleets, so far 

without major impact on oil production. In response, we continue our returns-focused approach, 

deploying new technology and working closely with the major independents and IOCs that are 

initializing the development of unconventional shale resource at increasing scale. Our 



competitive advantage in North America land operation continues to build on our differentiation 

in technology and efficiency. In the international markets, we continue to witness broad-based 

activity growth. More than half of the international GeoMarket posted high single-digit revenue 

growth or better year-over-year. This was mainly driven by rig activity, but our performance was 

also enhanced by key GeoMarket activity exceeding normal seasonal rebounds. The improving 

exploration trends of last quarter also continued. Wireline offshore exploration revenue grew by 

1/3 during the first half of the year with a sizable increase in new technology sales. As offshore 

momentum builds, shallow-water rig activity grew by 14% in the first half, and deepwater 

activity is strengthening as new projects are sanctioned.” 

CEO Paal Kibsgaard added, “On the demand side, the 2019 agency forecasts have been reduced 

slightly on global trade fears and current geopolitical tensions, but we do not anticipate any 

change to the structural demand outlook for the midterm. On the supply side, we continued to see 

U.S. shale oil as the only near- to medium-term source of global production growth. However, 

the consolidation among North American E&P companies is further strengthening the shift away 

from growth focus towards financial discipline while, at the same time, driving increased focus 

on HSE, technology adaptation, more collaborative business models, and it will also potentially 

dampen the large variations in investment levels throughout the cycle. These effects, combined 

with the recent decision by OPEC and Russia to extend production cuts through the first quarter 

of 2020 are likely to keep oil prices range-bound around present levels. Although the markets are 

well supplied from projects sanctioned and partly funded prior to 2015, this source-of-supply 

additions will start to fade in 2020, thereby, further exposing the accelerating decline rates from 

the mature production basins around the world.” 

Mr. Kibsgaard announced a major change at SLB, “We transition to a new Chairman and new 

CEO of Schlumberger. Earlier today, we announced the appointment of Mark Papa as our new 

Chairman and Olivier Le Peuch as our new CEO. I’ve spent the past decade as COO, CEO and 

more recently as Chairman of Schlumberger. And while it has not necessarily been the friendliest 

of decades in terms of the business environment, it has been a fantastic journey and a great honor 

to be trusted with the responsibility to lead this amazing company, which is made up of the best 

people in our industry. I would like to thank the entire investment community for the enjoyable 

and constructive working relationship we have had over the past decade. I would also like to 

thank my management team, you are all amazing; and also the Board of Directors; our entire 

organization; our customers and our partners for their support. I would in many ways miss being 

part of all of this, but it’s now time to move on to the next chapter.” 

SLB expects capital expenditures for the full year to come in between $1.5 billion and $1.7 

billion, with sufficient cash flows to cover all business needs without needing to tap the debt 

markets. We think its global income diversification is a positive and believe Schlumberger is the 

clear technology leader with an important reputation for consistent execution. We are fond of the 

firm’s ability to generate solid free cash flow and the handsome 5.2% dividend yield the shares 

currently offer. We expect the new management team to be positive, with Mr. Papa’s wealth of 

experience in shale extraction and Mr. Le Peuch 32-years at the firm. That said, we know that the 

stock has long been a disappointment, even as we continue to like the long-term prospects. Still, 

we have slashed our Target Price to $78. 



Staffing solutions group ManpowerGroup (MAN – $90.21) posted earnings per share of $2.06, 

versus the $2.00 estimate, in fiscal Q2 2019. MAN had total revenue of $5.4 billion, versus the 

$5.4 billion estimate. Following the release on Friday morning, trading was about as volatile as 

can be, before the stock ended the day about where it began, as the market evidently didn’t know 

what to make of the company’s outlook for Q3 EPS in the $1.88 to $1.96 range, which includes a 

$0.04 currency headwind and negative $0.05 impact from a French tax policy change. 

 

MAN CEO Jonas Prising said, “Operating profit for the quarter was $131 million, down 33% in 

constant currency. Our results included special items recorded in the quarter, consisting of a 

noncash accounting gain related to our acquisition of the remaining interest in our Manpower 

Switzerland business and goodwill impairment charges. Our businesses did not experience 

significant revenue trend changes in the second quarter from the previous quarter. This 

environment continued to be one of sluggish trends in Europe and modest constant currency 

growth elsewhere. At the same time, labor markets continued to be tight, and we believe that 

there continues to be good opportunities for growth in many markets. The continued stability of 

the global labor markets was also confirmed by our Q3 ManpowerGroup Employment Outlook 

Survey, the MEOS, which showed favorable but uneven hiring intent in 43 of 44 countries 

surveyed. And although overall hiring intentions are good, the outlook is mixed, and we’re 

seeing significant variation across global labor markets. Quarter-over-quarter hiring intentions 



are strengthening in 18 countries and weakening in another 18 countries according to our MEOS 

survey.” 

CFO John McGinnis explained, “Our gross margin came in at 16.2%. The staffing/interim 

margin continues to reflect an improving trend from previous quarters. The staffing margin also 

benefited about 10 basis points from favorable direct cost adjustments in France during the 

quarter. Many of our largest markets continue to see tight labor market conditions and this has 

contributed to improved staffing margins based on our ongoing initiatives, particularly in France, 

the U.S. and Japan. Lower contribution from Solutions was driven by lower Talent Based 

Outsourcing activity year-over-year.” 

Mr. Prising added, “During the last few quarters, you have seen us execute on very strategic 

initiatives, which include the Swiss franchise activity, the IPO over the Greater China business as 

well as certain dispositions of non-core operations in different countries. We are making these 

portfolio adjustments in line with our strategic priorities to drive sustainable profitable growth 

and achieve our stated financial targets. Along with our investments in technology and our 

innovation initiatives, we will continue to evolve our global portfolio and footprint over time as 

we execute our business strategies and focus on creating more value for all of our stakeholders. 

Turning back to the immediate outlook, although we see some slight changes in certain markets, 

we expect the overall theme of trend consistency from the first half of the year to continue into 

the third quarter. We are expecting European trend to continue to be largely offset by organic 

constant currency revenue increases in the Americas and in APME. In this uneven global 

environment, demand for extensive portfolio workforce solutions and services across our global 

footprint continues to provide us with opportunities for profitable growth in many markets and 

brands. Specifically, employers around the world are increasingly looking for technical and soft 

skills and are struggling to fill temporary and permanent positions. Across all industries, there’s 

an increasing focus on the need to upskill people in short cycles at speed and at scale to ensure 

businesses have the talent they need when they need it.” 

We continue to like MAN’s broad geographic footprint, wide range of offerings, good expense 

management and solid balance sheet. The employment market has varied in strength by region, 

but we think that MAN has been able to weather these differences well. Shares are up more than 

40% this year, and we think they have more upside, especially given the absolutely awful 47% 

plunge suffered in 2018. While not as discounted as they used to be, the shares still are a 

compelling value with metrics including a 11.5 times forward P/E ratio and a 9.4% free cash 

flow yield. Our Target Price now stands at $136. 

Banking giant JPMorgan Chase (JPM – $113.54) posted Q2 earnings per share of $2.59, versus 

the $2.50 estimate, as revenue tallied $29.57 billion (vs. $28.88 billion est.). The company’s Tier 

1 ratio was 12.1%, while the return on equity was 16%. Shares spiked temporarily on the news, 

but ended the week lower than were they began. 

CEO Jamie Dimon said, “We had a strong second quarter and first half of 2019, benefitting from 

our diversified global business model. We continue to see positive momentum with the U.S. 

consumer – healthy confidence levels, solid job creation and rising wages – which are reflected 

in our Consumer & Community Banking results. Double-digit growth in credit card sales and 



merchant processing volumes reflected healthy consumer spending and drove 8% growth in 

credit card loans, while mortgage and auto originations showed solid improvement, and we 

continued to attract new deposits, up 3%. Client investment assets were up 16%, driven by both 

physical and digital channels, including You Invest.” 

Mr. Dimon added, “In the Corporate & Investment Bank, Markets performance was relatively 

steady on slightly lower client volume, probably due to slightly higher global macroeconomic 

and geopolitical uncertainties. Treasury Services and Securities Services demonstrated good 

organic growth despite headwinds from rates. Although the global wallet was down, year-to-date 

the Firm ranked #1 in Global IB fees and gained share across products and regions, with 

particular strength from Commercial Banking, where gross IB revenue was up 8% for the first 

half of the year. And in Asset & Wealth Management, AUM and client assets grew 7%, both due 

to higher asset values and net inflows into long-term and liquidity products.” 

He concluded, “We were pleased to announce a meaningful increase to our dividend and 

repurchases. While we always prefer to invest capital back into the business, our capital plan 

provides us with the capacity and flexibility to return excess capital to our shareholders. We have 

opened new branches, announced strategic acquisitions like InstaMed, and invested in digital 

products to deepen our engagement with our customers, who have now opened over 2 million 

accounts digitally and activated over 60 million Chase Offers. We also continued our 

investments in local communities – for example, we expanded our long-term commitment to 

Detroit from $150 million to $200 million as we continue to learn how to drive inclusive growth 

in the communities around the world that need the most support.” 

We think that JPM continues to execute well, while we remain quite fond of the fortress balance 

sheet. JPM shares are currently trading for just 11.2 times NTM projections, while carrying a 

dividend yield of 2.8%. With the continued progress and momentum, we believe that the 

financial behemoth is well-positioned for the next few years. Our Target Price for JPM has been 

elevated to $139. 

Shares of regional banking powerhouse BB&T Corp. (BBT – $50.65) inched up last week 

following the company’s Q2 results that included both a top- and bottom-line beat of consensus 

analyst expectations. BBT reported adjusted EPS of $1.12, versus forecasts of $1.08. Revenue 

for the period came in at $3.07 billion, slightly above expectations of $3.0 billion. Strong fee 

income growth and well-controlled expenses offset a lower net interest margin and higher credit 

costs. 

“We are very pleased to report strong overall results for the second quarter, with record earnings 

of $842 million,” said BBT CEO Kelly S. King. “These results were driven by strong loan 

growth, improved revenues led by record insurance income and a strong performance in 

investment banking and brokerage fees and commissions, as well as continued healthy asset 

quality.” 

“This has been an exciting quarter as we made significant progress building our new company, 

Truist, with our SunTrust partners,” added Mr. King. “One day Truist will be a name that reflects 

the rich heritage of both companies and is synonymous with our goal to provide a better future 



for our clients, communities and associates, which will drive strong performance for our 

shareholders.” 

 

We continue to like the company’s relatively conservative loan underwriting and believe modest 

loan growth, relatively lower rate sensitivity and fee income growth on increased capital markets 

activity will bolster near-term results. We also believe that the union with SunTrust (STI – 

$65.38) is a long-term positive, for both companies. BBT yields 3.2% and trades at 11.9 times 

NTM EPS forecasts. Our Target Price for BBT has been boosted to $69. 

Comerica (CMA – $70.67) saw its shares drop around 3% last week, following a weaker-than-

expected Q2 earnings release. The financial services company reported top- and bottom-line 

results that came in short of consensus analyst estimates. Adjusted EPS for the quarter was 

$1.94, versus expectations of $2.00. Revenue of $853 million came in slightly below forecasts of 

$859 million. CMA continues to see its funding costs under pressure as lower rates, and the 

prospects for lower rates for longer, take a toll. While the cost of deposits could go down, 

management may have a tough time lowering deposit rates without jeopardizing client 

relationships because of the repricing. The quarter also saw the bank add $44 million in 

provisions tied to five loans in the somewhat volatile oil & gas sector and up its previous 

provision guidance. That said, expense controls, loan growth and capital return remained robust 

for Comerica. 



CMA CEO Curtis C. Farmer explained, “Over the past few years, we have been on a path of 

transformation. We have increased capacity, become more efficient and managed our capital, 

while maintaining our underwriting and pricing discipline. These actions have produced strong 

results, including solid, broad-based loan growth, an efficiency ratio below 50%, return on assets 

of 1.7% and return on equity of 16%. These performance metrics should continue to be among 

the highest of our peers. Also, the work we have done has better positioned us to weather 

changes in the economic or interest rate environment.” 

“Credit quality remained solid with net charge-offs of 26 basis points, and nonperforming assets 

remained very low at 45 basis points. Recently, valuations of select problem energy assets in 

various stages of liquidation were reduced due to volatile oil and gas prices combined with a 

slowing of capital investment in this sector. This, along with loan growth, drove the increase in 

provision from the low levels we have been experiencing. Overall, the portfolio continues to 

perform well, and we expect the provision will be approximately $25 million to $35 million per 

quarter for the remainder of the year,” Mr. Farmer added. 

For full-year 2019 compared to the full-year 2018, management expects growth in average loans 

of 3% to 4%. Additionally, management forecasts net interest margin should expand by 2% and 

non-interest expense should fall by up to 2%. The target for 2019 common equity Tier 1 capital 

ratio is 10% through continued return of excess capital. While we know that CMA faces 

headwinds, especially in regard to lower interest rates, we like the company’s improved balance 

sheet flexibility that should help drive future EPS growth and return of capital to shareholders. 

Despite having one of the most attractive deposit franchises, CMA trades for just 9.1 times NTM 

adjusted EPS estimates and yields 3.8%. Our Target Price has been trimmed to $105. 

Diversified bank Citigroup (C – $70.92) reported adjusted Q2 EPS of $1.83 (vs. $1.80 est.). 

Despite the bottom-line beat, revenue for the period slightly trailed expectations ($18.41 billion 

vs. $18.52 billion est.). Net income not adjusted for one-time items came in at $1.95 for the 

period as Citi benefited from a pretax gain of $350 million from its ownership in Tradeweb, 

which recently went public. While overall corporate and institutional banking revenue was flat 

for the quarter, investment banking revenue fell 10%, but global consumer banking revenue rose 

3%. Citi’s U.S. retail presence lags behind peers in many respects, but the bank has been 

investing heavily to expand, particularly through digital and mobile banking. Revenue for U.S. 

consumer banking was up 3%, driven by a pickup in Citigroup’s branded credit cards. The 

company continued to reduce operating expenses and return on tangible common equity reached 

11.9%, helping to continue to make management’s goal for a full-year number of 12%+ seem 

quite achievable. 



 

Citigroup CEO Michael Corbat commented, “Our earnings per share of $1.95 for the second 

quarter were 20% higher than one year ago. We navigated an uncertain environment successfully 

by executing our strategy, and by showing disciplined expense, credit and risk management. We 

increased our Return on Assets year-over-year to 97 basis points; and generated a Return on 

Tangible Common Equity of 11.9%, over 100 basis points better than last year. We delivered 

positive operating leverage for the 11th straight quarter and improved our efficiency, while again 

increasing loans and deposits. We have good momentum and solid growth across our consumer 

franchise, particularly in the U.S., while in the ICG, our industry leading Treasury and Trade 

Solutions business continues to perform well and we gained share in market-sensitive products 

such as Investment Banking.” 

He continued, “During the quarter, we received a non-objection from the Federal Reserve for our 

2019 CCAR submission. That will allow us to meet the goal we set at Investor Day to return at 

least $60 billion in capital over three CCAR cycles. Our $21.5 billion capital return will raise the 

three-year total to $62.3 billion. Buybacks have reduced our common shares outstanding by 10% 

over the last year alone and helped drive our Tangible Book Value per share up 10% over the 

same time period. We remain committed to improve our returns on capital while continuing to 

provide meaningful capital return to our shareholders.” 



With improving operational execution and business lines in faster growth markets around the 

globe (vs. its U.S. business), offset by headwinds from the potential for lower interest rates for 

longer, we believe that Citi shares trade far from fair value, even with a 40% or so total return his 

year. C is priced at just 8.7 times NTM adjusted EPS expectations and 90% of book value. We 

continue to see a more focused and recapitalized Citigroup as prepared to reward investors over 

the long-term. We like that C has good leverage towards the solid U.S. economy, while also 

having the potential to show outsized benefits versus its peers from growth in Asia, Latin 

America and other emerging economies. Even though the company faces plenty of operational 

hurdles in different segments of its business, we think the bank is on its way to achieving its low-

50s efficiency-ratio target by 2020. Additionally, the current dividend yield now stands at 2.8%, 

and Citi continues to consistently buy back its stock. Our Target Price for C has has been 

bumped up to $105. 

 


